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Introduction
While AIDS therapy was once confined to palliative
care, clinical progress in the wake of the landmark
1987 approval of zidovudine has seen HIV demoted
to a chronic but manageable infection. Following the
initial fledgling steps and missteps, the mid-1990s
saw the introduction of the now-familiar three-drug
combination regimens that raised expectations
for a pharmaceutical solution to the epidemic.
However, much of subsequent drug development
chased stepwise reductions in toxicity, lowered pill
burden, or increased patient compliance rather
than true seismic leaps in patient care, and more
recent years have likewise seen sponsors chiefly
pursue incremental advances such as long-acting
compounds or those that treat drug-resistant
variants of HIV. A representative example can be
found in the recent topline results for the Phase III
ATLAS study, in which a once-monthly IV regimen
was pushed toward commercialization on the back
of noninferiority versus once-daily standard of care.
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While there are indeed tangible gains to be realized
in refining past triumphs, it is telling that until
recently there had been no new approvals in novel
mechanisms of action (MOAs) for over 10 years.
That said, there are indications that contemporary
research has entered a more sanguine stage, with
several new therapeutics on the horizon that do not
slot neatly into existing MOAs. Representing entirely
novel classes of drugs, an increasing amount of
clinical data has indicated that these have the
potential to dethrone the current cocktail regimens
that have long been tethered to nucleoside reverse
transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs). This white paper will
begin with a profile of the historical and ongoing trial
landscape and then delve into an analysis of drug
development, with a focus on the novel MOAs that
represent the first earnest attempt at a world where
HIV-positive patients are able to live medicationfree.
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Historical Clinical Landscape
HIV clinical development may well be poised on the
brink of a zeitgeist shift, but before turning to where
we are headed it may be germane to take stock of
how far we’ve come.
A view of trial initiations over a 10-year period
reveals a robust and maintained level of sponsor
interest in HIV (Figure 1). Industry and ex-industry

studies are evenly matched, which is to be expected
for a mature indication, and trial starts by all
sponsor types have remained relatively constant
year-on-year with no sustained directional shifts.
Despite virologic suppression now being widespread
within the developed world, this has not translated
into a tapering-off of sponsor interest in the
remaining unmet medical needs.

Figure 1. Trials with known actual or anticipated start dates within the last 10 years, industry versus all
other sponsor types
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Note: Here and throughout, trials with at least one industry sponsor, including ones with ex-industry collaborators, are categorized as
Industry. The category of All Other includes trials with no industry involvement.
Source: Trialtrove®, October 2018
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Figure 2. Ongoing and planned trials by phase and sponsor type
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Source: Trialtrove®, October 2018

Turning to a snapshot of the current and imminent
clinical landscape, we can chart all ongoing (open,
closed, or temporarily closed) and planned trials
(Figure 2). The breakdown by phase across sponsor
types is reflective of what could be anticipated:
ex-industry sponsors primarily confine themselves
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to Phase IV trials in approved regimens, whereas
industry trials are more evenly dispersed. A high
proportion (some 42%) of studies are concentrated
within Phase I, which speaks to a pipeline with
significant churn.
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Figure 3. Completed or terminated industry trials having primary completion dates within the last 10 years,
sorted by outcomes
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This is corroborated by a view of study outcomes
among industry trials completing within the most
recent 10-year period. Of those trials with results
available, 14% failed to reach primary endpoints.
While this is a fairly modest attrition rate for drug
development, the rate spikes to 22% when we
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filter by early-stage Phase I trials with efficacy
outcomes. We also see high rates of difficulty during
enrollment, as 37% of all trials that terminated for
any reason did so due to an inadequate patient
intake for the needed sample size (Figure 3).
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Figure 4. Industry-originator HIV-exclusive drugs having Phase I or Phase I/II trials initiating within the
last 10 years, sorted by current development status
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Note: Here and throughout, “Discontinued” refers to drugs in Pharmaprojects that either have an explicit sponsor statement to that
effect or have had no development reported over a considerable length of time. “Launched” refers to drugs that are in either preregistration, registration, or launched status.
Source: Pharmaprojects®, October 2018

An inability to meet the bar for efficacy is a recurring
theme when evaluating the regimens themselves,
although the data must be seen within the context
of industry-wide clinical development. Restricting
our dataset only to those pipeline drugs with Phase
I or Phase I/II trials initiating in the last 10 years, we
find that 40 (or 29%) were ultimately abandoned.
Although high, a like-for-like comparison across
all other tracked indications finds the analogous

failure rate to be 34%. HIV as an indication is thus
relatively kind to early-stage candidates, despite
fewer than four in five surviving their first brush with
efficacy outcomes (Figure 4). All told, these data are
in line with the industry mean: an analysis of clinical
development success rates published in Nature,
by Informa’s head of intelligence products Michael
Hay, found that transitional phase success in early
infectious diseases pipelines stood at 66%.1

1. Hay M, Thomas DW, Craighead JL, Economides C, Rosenthal J (2014) Clinical development success rates for investigational drugs. Nature
Biotechnology, 32, 40–51. Available from: 10.1038/nbt.2786 [Accessed October 2018].
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Figure 5. Trials initiating within the last 20 years, sorted by sponsor type and current status
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Note: As a baseline reference, industry sponsors account for ~46% of activity by trial count within this timeframe. Additionally, here
and throughout the paper, data for closed status include trials that are temporarily closed.
Source: Trialtrove®, October 2018

High turnover is further borne out by data for
trials when stratified by status and sponsor type.
Industry trials have disproportionately high rates of
termination, as would be expected for any sphere of
activity with a focus on experimental therapeutics.
We also find industry sponsors comprising a
proportionately larger slice of closed trials than
open, speaking to the predicted advantage they
have in rapid enrollment (mean accruals were
relatively even across sponsor types). A more
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interesting data point is seen in industry sponsors
punching above their weight class in terms of
planned trials. Despite only accounting for some
46% of activity by trial count within this timeframe,
industry-sponsored trials make up 64% of those
planned. It appears that investor appetite for
continued clinical involvement in HIV outpaces that
of ex-industry sponsors, indicating a healthy funnel
for commercialization in the coming years (Figure 5).
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Figure 6. Trials by country

Note: Multinational trials contribute to the total counts on a per-country basis.
Source: Trialtrove®, October 2018

Moving on to geographic distribution across all
industry-sponsored trials in HIV, we find that the US
leads the pack with 1,394 studies. This is perhaps
unsurprising, given the historical context of drug
development from when AIDS first entered the
public consciousness. The UK, France, Germany,
and Spain round out the top five, with each having
300 to 400 trials apiece (Figure 6). For a more
recent perspective, we can limit the dataset to trials
initiating within the last five years to foreshadow
where the vanguard has shifted in terms of targeted
regulatory approval or prospective disease burden.

This being done we see the US as the usual suspect
in first place, but Russia and China leapfrog ahead,
now comprising 23% and 13% of the top five
respectively (data not shown). This clinical activity
is lockstep with real-life trends: a number of
epidemiological analyses found in literature have
charted a steep rise in HIV incidence within China,1
and UNAIDS has calculated that Russia accounted
for more than 80% of new HIV infections in the
wider Eastern European and the Central Asian region
from 2010 to 2015.2

2. Huang MB, Ye L, Liang BY, Ning CY, Roth WW, et al. (2016) Characterizing the HIV/AIDS Epidemic in the United States and China. Int J Environ Res
Public Health, 13(1), 30. Available from: 10.3390/ijerph13010030 [Accessed September 2018].
3. Cohen J (2018) Russia’s HIV/AIDS epidemic is getting worse, not better. Available from: http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/06/russia-s-hivaidsepidemic-getting-worse-not-better [Accessed October 2018].
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Figure 7. Total trials and study design keywords by trial count, sorted in three-year increments by start
date
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and thus should account for reporting bias (ie older trials have more published results and thus more data).
Source: Trialtrove®, October 2018

Shifting gears slightly from our 30,000-foot view,
Figure 7 takes a more granular look at the study
designs and populations of all HIV trials (regardless
of sponsor type) in three-year increments and
overlaid on total trial starts plotted against the
secondary axis. Several data drifts become apparent,
such as the declining number of trials exclusively
enrolling treatment-naïve subjects. This is consistent
with the market proper, as much of the unmet need
in developed countries has shifted toward subjects
inadequately suppressed on prior therapies.
While HIV itself is projected to have increasing
epidemiological prevalence and will reach 1.2
million cases within the US alone in the next 10
years4, year-on-year trials in subjects having other
comorbidities (such as HBV or tuberculosis) have
also fallen sharply, and these diseases are less
represented within clinical research. Pivotal trials

intended to support New Drug Application (NDA)
submissions held relatively steady, corroborating
the earlier evidence of maintained industry activity
across the recent timeline. Trials in vaccines dipped
slightly, but perhaps the breakout performance was
in pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP); surging from six
trials in the first three-year increment to 53 in the
last, this trend mirrors increasing pharma interest in
a comparatively untapped market that is discussed
further in this white paper.
Among some of the remaining aspects of study
design indexed by Citeline, trials incorporating
biomarkers for tracking disease progression have
seen a notable increase in recent years, as have
investigator-initiated trials (data not shown). Data
for both mother-to-child transmission and pediatric
HIV studies reveal no clear movement.

4. Datamonitor Healthcare’s Forecast: HIV, August 2017.
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Figure 8. Enrollment rates in industry-sponsored treatment-naive trials, sorted in three-year increments by
start date
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enrolled treatment-experienced subjects or those having other comorbidities, as well as those in Africa due to a distortive effect.
Three highly anomalous trials have also been excluded.
Source: Trialtrove®, October 2018

As the scope of a drug’s clinical footprint is
ultimately dictated by regulatory requirements,
enrollment rates accordingly remain a subject of
continued interest as these can heavily influence
how long a sponsor must be committed to keeping
sites funded and online in order to satisfy regulatory
mandates. As could be expected given the dwindling
pool of patients seeking first- rather than secondline therapy, it is becoming increasingly difficult
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to enroll treatment-naïve subjects. Again, looking
at three-year increments and now in industrysponsored trials having actual (that is, rather than
anticipated at time of trial start) timing data,
the mean patients/site/month in this population
drops from 2.13 to 1.45 (Figure 8). The outlook
for treatment-experienced enrollment is more
favorable, but this data does not generalize well due
to greater variance in screening criteria.
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Sponsor Activity
The genesis of most drug development is found
in industry sponsors; so, it would be of value to
linger briefly on who they are and where they play.
Restricting ourselves to a clinical landscape within

the last 10 years, the dispersal and number of trials
per sponsor is indicative of the recent history of HIV
development (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Industry-sponsored trials initiated in last 10 years, sorted by phase and company
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Source: Trialtrove®, October 2018

Following a decade of profits off the back of
tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (TDF), the sunset
of patent protection in 2018, and the inevitable
generic erosion has seen Gilead re-invest in
tenofovir alafenamide (TAF), originally trialed
in 2002 but newly positioned as an alternative
therapy with a more favorable kidney toxicity profile.
Biktarvy ([bictegravir + emtricitabine + TAF]) is the
heavyweight of the moment, with approval gained
in February 2018 and a broad label encompassing
both treatment-naïve and treatment-experienced
patients having suppressed viral load for at least
three months. Reported sales for Biktarvy’s first full

quarter on the market were $185m, drawn almost
exclusively from the US,5 and the drug is poised to
hit blockbuster status once European distribution
ramps up. Gilead also has GS-9620, a toll-like
receptor 7 agonist, in proof-of-concept studies. GS9131 rounds out the cast as a novel NRTI in Phase
II trials which is intended as a nuke against drugresistant strains of HIV resulting from treatment
with earlier-generation nucleoside analogs such
as abacavir and emtricitabine. The bulk of Gilead’s
recent investment has been allocated to late-stage
candidates, in keeping with their stated intent to
diversify out of HIV.

5. Gilead (2018) GILEAD SCIENCES ANNOUNCES SECOND QUARTER 2018 FINANCIAL RESULTS. Available from: http://phx.corporate-ir.net/External.
File?item=UGFyZW50SUQ9NDA4OTU2fENoaWxkSUQ9LTF8VHlwZT0z&t=1&cb=636680582523475446 [Accessed September 2018].
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ViiV, a joint venture created by Pfizer and
GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) with Shionogi as a latecomer,
shepherded maintenance therapy Juluca
([dolutegravir + rilpivirine]) through regulatory
approval and gained the FDA nod in 2017. This
represents the first approved treatment that cuts
antiretroviral therapy to two drugs rather than the
ubiquitous three. While Juluca is only labeled for
virally suppressed patients, hot on the heels of this
came positive 48-week HIV-1 RNA data for the
much-anticipated Phase III GEMINI program in a
single-tablet, two-drug regimen of dolutegravir
and lamivudine intended for treatment-naïve
subjects. A Marketing Authorization Application
having been filed with the EMA in September 2018,
this foreshows a head-to-head battle with Gilead’s
Biktarvy. A long-acting injectable formulation of
cabotegravir and rilpivirine, mentioned at the start
of this white paper in the ATLAS study, initiated
additional Phase III clinical trials in late 2017 and
rounds out ViiV’s HIV pipeline.
Merck is an underdog favorite in a market
dominated by Gilead and GSK. The news of note
during 2018 has been an FDA decision in late
August to grant approval for both Delstrigo (a
once-daily fixed-dose combination of doravirine,
lamivudine, and TDF) and a new non-nucleoside
reverse transcriptase inhibitor (NNRTI) christened
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Pifeltro. Each is intended for adult patients with no
prior antiretroviral treatment experience, although
the former comes paired with a boxed warning
against exacerbation with acute HBV. This follows
less prominent news during 2017 in which Isentress
(raltegravir), an integrase inhibitor approved over a
decade ago, received an expanded indication for a
new, once-daily formulation shown to be noninferior
to existing twice-daily 400mg tablets.
Other companies in HIV over the preceding
decade have included Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS)
and Johnson & Johnson (J&J), both of which
had pipelines that slanted toward early-stage
candidates. BMS divested away from HIV as the
patent cliff neared for Sustiva (efavirenz), selling its
R&D assets to ViiV in 2015. J&J, however, remains
committed to an increasingly crowded market,
obtaining FDA approval for Symtuza ([darunavir +
cobicistat + emtricitabine + TAF]) in July 2018 as a
darunavir-based single-tablet regimen. Primarily
built out as a single-dose alternative for subjects
with adherence issues, it will be sold alongside
Juluca (developed by ViiV in collaboration with J&J).
How it will fare against the crown prince Biktarvy as
a blockbuster-in-waiting is yet to be determined, in
light of the latter’s broader label and ability to be
taken without food.
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Figure 10. Industry-originator drug counts by sponsor and development phase
Pipeline Drugs by Company
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Note: Only sponsors with a minimum of two candidates are represented.
Source: Pharmaprojects®, October 2018
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A wide-angle lens held to the current landscape of
pipeline assets corroborates the initial impression
that HIV is a sandbox for Top 20 Pharma. While
there is always the threat of market disruption by
a black swan drug, most clinical candidates have
been and continue to be concentrated in the hands
of the big players (Figure 10). Part of the explanation
for this may be the boom in cross-licensing that

has proliferated as a result of increased regulatory
burden and spiraling clinical costs. Few drug
incubators that play in the preclinical space have
the muscle or manpower needed to see a candidate
through to an NDA. Looking at the preceding decade
versus the decade prior, the rate of partnerships
among drugs entering Phase I increased 37% (data
not shown).

Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis
The first antiretroviral drug for HIV prevention, coformulated once-daily Truvada ([emtricitabine +
TDF]), was built out for PrEP in one of those stories
peculiar to biopharma. The approval was granted off
the back of a Gates Foundation-sponsored study in
which Gilead merely donated Truvada, which was
inching closer to patent expiration in Europe and
whose second lease on life as a PrEP therapy was
not pursued in earnest as a commercial opportunity.
Years later, Truvada for PrEP has gone on to reap
billions of dollars in annual sales,6 and Gilead’s
about-face has seen the launch of DISCOVER, a large
Phase III trial for Descovy ([emtricitabine + TAF]) as
PrEP that has finished enrolling over 5,000 men and
transgender women and is expected to read out
in Q2 2019. This represents a significant paradigm

shift, as the developed world is now approaching
prophylaxis with a pharmacological solution rather
than a behavioral one. Rollout of PrEP may, however,
be hindered in future hotspots such as China and
Russia due to low public awareness of HIV and a
differing governmental approach to reining in high
transmission rates.
Other sponsors have thrown their hat into the
ring as well, with recent years seeing the launch
of two Phase III trials by ViiV in cabotegravir for
HIV prevention, the second of which is powered to
demonstrate superiority over Descovy . PrEP (and
post-exposure prophylaxis) continue to illustrate the
evolving landscape of HIV prevention.

HIV Vaccines
The holy grail of a final cure for HIV remains
elusive, but 2017 carried with it a pair of landmark
developments that highlight ongoing interest in
the development of an HIV vaccine. A collaboration
headed by the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
launched a large-scale Phase IIb/III study in two
vaccines developed by GSK and Sanofi Pasteur along
with a GSK adjuvant. Aiming to reach 5,400 at-risk
adults in Africa with five doses over a year, it was

the first study of its kind for nearly a decade and
was promptly eclipsed two days later by news of an
unaffiliated Phase IIb study launched by J&J and the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases,
the study drug being a tetravalent Ad26 vectorexpressing “mosaic” vaccine formulated to provide
immunity against multiple global HIV subtypes
rather than regional strains alone.

6. Gilead (2018) GILEAD SCIENCES ANNOUNCES SECOND QUARTER 2018 FINANCIAL RESULTS. Available from: http://phx.corporate-ir.net/External.
File?item=UGFyZW50SUQ9NDA4OTU2fENoaWxkSUQ9LTF8VHlwZT0z&t=1&cb=636680582523475446 [Accessed October 2018].
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Figure 11. Industry-originator therapeutic and prophylactic vaccines having ongoing or planned trials,
sorted by phase and count
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HIV vaccine development has suffered from fits
and starts that have at times left the landscape
fairly sparse. As with Theravectys’ lentiviral vector
therapeutic vaccine, there is a trend of promising
immunogenicity data being published during initial
trials only for the vaccine to stagnate with no
development reported. And, this is hardly the worstcase scenario: 2013 data found that Merck’s V520
vaccine actually increased the risk of infection by up
to 41% versus a placebo cohort in the prematurely
terminated STEP trial. However, we are currently in
something of a resurgence. There are 35 industrysponsored vaccine trials that are either ongoing or
planned (Figure 11), of which 11 have efficacy as a
primary or secondary endpoint. The field is divided
quite evenly between therapeutic and prophylactic
candidates, with 19 and 17 trials, respectively.7
Other than the two elephants in the room, there are
plenty of studies across a medley of new startups

and established pharma. Inovio reported in May
2017 that Pennvax-GP, an HIV-1 env clade A/C/Dspecific/gag/pol DNA vaccine, induced T-cell immune
responses lasting six months from vaccination. This
was duly followed by the launch of two currently
ongoing trials, the first of which is expected to read
out in late 2018. Geovax has both prophylactic and
therapeutic candidates with trial starts expected
later this year. Bionor, having been fairly quiet since
early 2017 when Phase I/II data were published,
has a peptide-based therapeutic vaccine awaiting
further study. PaxVax and ReiThera (GSK’s in-house
subsidiary for the acquired Okairos adenovirus vector
gene-delivery platform) each also have vaccines
in ongoing trials. All told, with renewed sponsor
interest and considerable public-private outlays
from organizations such as the Gates Foundation,
the moonshot of an AIDS vaccine remains on the
horizon.

7. Trial counts include a single trial evaluating four different therapeutic and prophylactic vaccines.
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Drug Discovery
Since 1987, HIV has been treated by some
combination of antiretrovirals. First-line therapy has
been built around the backbone of NRTIs, initially as
monotherapy through the 1990s and now generally
comprising two NRTIs and either an integrase
strand transfer inhibitor (INSTI), an NNRTI, or a
protease inhibitor (PI). The first antiretroviral drugs
were marred by well-documented hematological
toxicities and only moderate clinical benefit, but

they have since transformed the disease into
a chronic condition that can be managed with
sustained therapy. Antivirals, however, are unable to
fully eradicate the virus, and latent infection allows
for a host of opportunistic secondary diseases.
There is, therefore, significant unmet medical need
that may be addressed by the development of new
classes of drugs.

Table 1. Selected industry-originator compounds in Phase II or Phase III of development
Compound

Synonyms

Sponsor

Mechanism of Action

Phase

Leronlimab

PRO-140

CytoDyn

CC chemokine receptor 5 antagonist

III

Fostemsavir

GSK3684934;
BMS-663068

ViiV

GP120env antagonist

III

Cabotegravir

GSK-1265744 GSK/ViiV

INSTI

III

ABX464

SPL-1

Interleukin-22 agonist

II

Abivax

RNA splicing inhibitor
Elsulfavirine

VM-1500A

Viriom

NNRTI

Buserelin

ISR-048

ISR Immune System
Regulation

Luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone II
(LHRH) agonist

UB-421

United Biomedical

CD4 antagonist

II

GS-9131

Gilead

NRTI

II

Calimmune

CC chemokine receptor 5 antagonist

II

CD4 T lymphocytes,
LVsh5/C46

Cal-1

GP41 antagonist

BIT-225
MK-8591

II

EFdA

Biotron

HIV Vpu inhibitor

II

Merck

NRTI

II

Abbreviations used in table: INSTI=integrase strand transfer inhibitor; NRTI=nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor; NNRTI=nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor
Source: Pharmaprojects®, October 2018

HIV remains a hotbed of clinical activity: As of
September 2018, there are 151 industry- originator
pipeline-stage drugs in active development (data
not shown). The gamut spans antivirals, cell
therapies, various stripes of biologics, and the
token appearance by a natural product. Various
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other therapies are in development in addition to
the expected NRTIs, with most eyes currently on
PRO-140, an injectable humanized IgG4 anti-CCR5
monoclonal antibody that had favorable results
published recently in a study with antiretroviralresistant patients.
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Figure 12. Industry-originator pipeline-stage drugs having studies initiated within the last 10 years, sorted
by origin and current drug phase
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Keeping in tune with the theme of this paper, it
would be worthwhile to spend a moment on the
rise of biologics. Looking at a snapshot of active,
pipeline-stage, industry-originator drugs targeting
HIV, we find that drugs of a chemical origin (eg
small molecules) no longer dwarf biologics, as could
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have been expected only a decade past. While there
is a predictable lean towards preclinical, biologics
are, nevertheless, relatively evenly dispersed and the
phase makeup suggests a healthy regulatory funnel
despite this being an emerging class of drugs
(Figure 12).
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Figure 13. Reported events of clinical progression or discontinuation in industry-originator drugs active
within the last 10 years, sorted by origin
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Turning to rates of clinical progression, there is more
parity here than might be expected. A snapshot of
industry-originator drugs with active development
within the last 10 years sees biologics make up
roughly half the count of synthetic chemicals.
However, they have comparable rates of success
during development: 20% of biologics advanced
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to the next clinical phase during this timeframe,
with 67% being discontinued or abandoned. This
compares favorably to 18% and 67%, respectively,
for small molecules (Figure 13). The immediate
takeaway is that biologics do not appear to be
handicapped by adverse clinical outcomes.
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Indeed, there are a number of promising candidates
and success stories. TaiMed’s Trogarzo (ibalizumab),
a humanized anti-CD4 monoclonal antibody, racked
up orphan drug, fast track, priority review, and
breakthrough therapy designations on its way to
FDA approval last March, and is indicated as salvage
therapy for heavily pretreated, multidrug-resistant
HIV patients. Being the first HIV treatment approved

in over a decade with a novel MOA, it went on to
record $3.7m in revenue in Q3 20188 (the first full
quarter having data) despite a delayed marketing
ramp-up and limited regional availability. The
nascent field of novel MOAs is pockmarked by false
starts and upstarts, but it has the silver lining of a
lack of approved competitors and the reciprocal
financial returns from being first to market.

Table 2. Mechanism of actions for all drugs having trials initiating within the last 10 years, sorted by count
Mechanism of Action

Count

Nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor

32

Non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor

30

HIV protease inhibitor

22

Unidentified pharmacological activity

19

CC chemokine receptor 5 antagonist

18

HIV integrase inhibitor

18

Immunostimulant

14

Nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitor

13

Cytochrome P450 inhibitor

11

DNA-directed DNA polymerase inhibitor

11

Chemokine receptor antagonist

10

DNA synthesis inhibitor

7

GP41 antagonist

7

Histone deacetylase inhibitor

7

Cell cycle inhibitor

6

Angiogenesis inhibitor

5

GP120env antagonist

5

DNA-directed RNA polymerase inhibitor

4

DNA inhibitor

4

HCV nonstructural protein 3 inhibitor

4
Source: Trialtrove® & Pharmaprojects®, October 2018

8. Theratechnologies (2018) Theratechnologies Announces Financial Results for the Third Quarter of 2018. Available from: https://globenewswire.com/
news-release/2018/10/04/1601291/0/en/Theratechnologies-Announces-Financial-Results-for-the-Third-Quarter-of-2018.html [Accessed October
2018].
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Novel Mechanisms of Action
Much of historical development in HIV has not
strayed far from established mechanistic classes.
While initial breakthroughs in highly active
antiretroviral therapy were brought about by a
constellation of factors, among them heightened
research into the pathogenesis of HIV and the
discovery of surrogate clinical markers, the focus
has now begun to shift towards next-generation
therapies. Future milestones in the global response
to the AIDS epidemic are likely to be centered
around the race for a functional cure: a prolonged,
mediated control over HIV replication without
combination antiretroviral therapy (cART). A
functional cure has significant hurdles to overcome,
as copies of HIV persist throughout the body in
CD4+ T-cells and bypass the immune system, but
it was first proved possible in 2008 with the Berlin
patient, and sponsors are now launching ambitious
programs that go beyond permutations of existing
antivirals as combination therapy. Sanofi and
Evotec, for instance, working under a collaborative
agreement, published animal model results in 2017
for trispecific antibodies that can interact with
three independent HIV-1 envelope determinants
and have greater coverage of HIV strains than any
one broadly neutralizing antibody could hope to.
Representing a potential new class of prophylactic
therapeutics, Phase I trials are expected during 2018
in collaboration with the NIH.
One new class of drugs, grouped under the rather
fetching designation of “shock and kill,” incorporates
latency-reversing agents that reactivate the latent
HIV reservoir and make it targetable by standard
antiretroviral therapy. Bionor has Phase I trials
planned for a combined vaccine, Vacc-C5, which
consists of two peptide domains and stimulates
the production of antibodies, and Vacc-4x, which
is a T-cell vaccine that induces sustained antigenspecific immune response. Elsewhere, lefitolimod,
a double Stem Loop Immunomodulator (dSLIM)
oligonucleotide TLR9 agonist under development
by Mologen, had data presented in 2017. A Phase
I study found that viral reservoir as measured
by quantitative viral outgrowth assay had no
measurable decrease. While secondary endpoint
data indicating sustained activation of CD4+ and
CD8+ T-cells were still enough to propel lefitolimod
into a follow-on Phase II trial with an academic
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partner, Mologen appears to have sensibly
prioritized the parallel oncology indication. The
2018 Conference on Retroviruses and Opportunistic
Infections (CROI) also saw the publication of positive
results for a now-completed IrsiCaixa trial utilizing
an mRNA-based therapeutic vaccine encoding
dendritic cell activation signals combined with
HIV antigenic sequences. The dose-escalation
study was performed in 21 cART-stable adults and
induced moderate increases in T-cell responses
in the high-dose cohort. A Phase II trial, however,
was terminated in February 2018 due to an interim
analysis finding insufficient immunogenicity.
There is also some reason to temper enthusiasm
for this approach, as the aftermath of AIDS 2018
saw negative data published for the long-awaited
RIVER study in which a vorinostat-based regimen
was paired with two vaccines and a backdrop of
cART, compared to cART alone. This being the first
randomized, controlled study featuring the shock
and kill approach, it was disappointing to discover
that there were no significant differences in viral
reservoir between the two arms.
A different approach involving inhibiting viral RNA
replication was brought to the forefront in 2017
by results for a study in ABX464, an RNA splicing
inhibitor which is one of the most clinically advanced
candidates in the field. Data presented by Abivax
demonstrated for the first time that it was possible
to reduce the latent HIV viral reservoir as measured
by total HIV DNA detected in peripheral blood
mononuclear cells. This is in stark contrast with
existing therapies that largely relegate themselves
to inhibiting new viral formation. The Phase IIa
results showed significant reduction in eight out of
15 treatment-experienced subjects with plasma
viral load under 50 copies/mL. A Phase IIb longterm follow-up trial is in the wings, with a Phase III
program on the horizon in 2019. Another drug of
a similar bent is leronlimab (PRO 140), a viral entry
inhibitor masking CCR5 but otherwise not interfering
with mediation of immune response, which was
mentioned previously and has Phase III trials well
under way. Pivotal data was published in July
2018 for a study enrolling treatment-experienced
patients with documented genotypic or phenotypic
resistance to at least one antiretroviral drug within
two to three drug classes. A total of 81% of treated
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subjects demonstrated viral load suppression, which
is significantly above the typical suppression rates
that would be expected in a multidrug-resistant
population under existing therapeutic options. A
rolling Biologics License Application filing is expected
as early as this year.9
With the media noise around CRISPR and data
emerging from China in the use of gene editing for
orphan diseases, gene therapy also holds out the
promise of targeted cure. Natural immunity to HIV
has been well documented in the general populace,
with some 1% believed to be HIV-resistant due to
a mutation which renders the virus unable to bind
to the CCR5 protein. Leading the charge is Sangamo
Therapeutics, which uses ZFN-mediated genome
editing to replicate this mutation. A Phase I/II trial
in CCR5-modified CD34+ hematopoietic stem/
progenitor cells (HSPCs) is expected to have topline
data in early 2019. Another gene therapy-to-be is
Calimmune’s blood stem cell treatment, which faces
an uncertain future after the company’s acquisition
last year. A dual therapeutic with a self-inactivating
lentiviral vector, it inhibits the binding of the virus to
the cellular CCR5 co-receptor and fusion of the virus
with the host cell. However, despite completion of a
Phase I/II trial, no news has emerged on data, and
CSL Behring has stated it intends to divest itself of
the platform.
Another of the basket categories is immunotherapy,
which seeks to prime the immune system against
HIV. One candidate is VAC-3S, InnaVirVax’s vaccine
consisting of a 3S peptide derived from HIV-1
gp41 that generates human polyclonal antibodies
against this subunit. Results for a placebo-controlled
trial evaluating VAC-3S as a therapeutic regimen
when paired with standard ART were reported at
CROI 2018 and were positive, with the vaccine
inducing a significant Ab response. The primary
endpoint was the proportion of vaccine responders
defined as anti-3S Abs >35 AU one month after
the third injection versus placebo, with a posthoc analysis ultimately finding this to be 45–63%
across three dose levels. Another entrant in this

field is Immunocore, who last year announced a
$40m grant from the Gates Foundation to take its
T-cell receptor-based therapeutics through clinical
trials. ImmTAV is a novel small protein molecule
composed of a picomolar affinity T-cell receptor
directed against an immunodominant HIV epitope
and its escape variants. While only ex-vivo data
have been reported thus far, first-in-man trials are
in the offing. Interim data was also published last
month for another immunotherapy, this time in
an academic, proof-of-concept study in ex-vivo
expanded HIV-specific T-cells (HXTCs). Two of six
subjects showed a detectable increase in T-cellmediated antiviral activity, although analysis is still
ongoing to determine statistical significance.
The field of novel MOA development also features
some familiar names. Gilead, for instance, has
largely restricted itself to the old mainstay of
small molecules rather than investing in new
biotechnologies such as RNAi. GS-6207 is the lead
compound in a novel class of HIV-1 capsid inhibitors
and recently entered clinical trials following
promising preclinical data presented last year, in
which it was found to disrupt the viral replication
cycle by impairing both p24 capsid assembly
needed for virion maturation as well as disrupting
several key functions during the subsequent entry
into a host cell. GS-6207 also carries with it the
usual adherence benefits of injectables, as it would
require less frequent administration than once-daily
capsules.
The other entrant by Big Pharma is found in the
latest attempt to bring a maturation inhibitor
to market. First represented by Panacos’s failed
candidate bevirimat, compounds in this class were
later pursued by BMS prior to the company’s exit
from the HIV space in 2015. An asset transfer of
three maturation inhibitors at varying stages of
clinical and preclinical development to GSK saw a
shuffle and only one emerge for clinical testing: GSK3640254, which finished a dose-escalation study in
September 2018 and has results pending.

9. CytoDyn (2018) CytoDyn Announces Productive Pre-BLA Meeting with FDA for PRO 140 Combination Therapy. Available from: https://www.cytodyn.
com/media/press-releases/detail/279/cytodyn-announces-productive-pre-bla-meeting-with-fda-for [Accessed September 2018].
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Final Thoughts
While in the future AIDS may belong with smallpox
and polio in the dustbin of eradicated diseases, the
immediate present still has the epidemic raging in
a slightly subdued form that is sustaining both a
$12bn US market10 and an increasingly diversified
clinical pipeline. Novel MOAs and vaccines represent

the next, best hope for a functional cure. It is a
welcome sign that industry drug development has
increasingly aligned itself behind this goal, although
it remains to be seen whether and which drugs in
the pipeline will translate into realized, meaningful
progress in the fight against HIV.
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